new products

Steel roofing panel is corrugated,
saves on energy as well

A

SC Building Products offers Country
Rustic Corrugated as a steel
roofing panel with the immediate look of a rusted metal substrate.
Country Rustic is part of the
DuraTech Prints color palette,
and is the first two-color print
pattern from ASC. Country Rustic provides building owners with the same energy-saving
benefits as its current Cool colors line, while adding to the variety of color choices and offering a standard warranty. Country Rustic Corrugated is a 7/8 in. corrugated panel in 26
gauge Zincalume steel, and measures 28 inches wide.
www.ascbp.com

New BIM standards for fenestration projects
The American Architectural Manufacturers Association has developed a standard for fenestration
products within building information modeling programs. The purpose in developing a standard for
commercial fenestration products is to better assist users of BIM files in understanding the level of
information contained within the manufacturer's model. A standard will benefit the overall industry by
standardizing the data contained within the model so that BIM can be implemented across a broad
range of products efficiently and effectively. The task group is currently in the process of preparing
content for a survey that will be distributed to architects, specifiers and general contractors.

Keep those computers, printers and routers powered and protect them from power
surges at the same
time with the Power
Sentry PowerSquid
Surge Protector. This
power supply/surge suppressor
combo features a creative and super-functional
design that works great in tight spaces, easily
accommodating bulky adapters, and even includes telephone/DSL line protection. The Power
Squid is the solution to accessory adapter and
transformer wire management as it allows you
to easily use 5 plug-in devices without struggling
with powerstrip space requirements. A
Contractors Series product is part of the line.
cableorganizer.com/power-squid

Choosing surfaces with
an iPhone app

Split-ductless systems permit cooling and heating without requiring window space or costly ductwork additions. Manufactured by Mitsubishi Electric, the extremely quiet and energy efficient systems
have three primary components: indoor evaporator, outdoor condensing unit and remote controller.
Using inverter compressor technology, the system automatically adjusts to the level needed to maintain a consistently comfortable and draft-free environment. It is ideal for schools, universities, nursing
homes, offices, churches, hospitals, restaurants and other sound-sensitive applications.

DuPont is revolutionizing the way
consumers, architects and designers
choose their surfaces with mySurface, the first iPhone
application of its
kind in the surfacing
industry. Users can
search for DuPont
Corian solid surface
and DuPont Zodiaq
quartz surface colors
by hue, providing a
color swatch that fills
the screen along with
information on how to
order a sample. Paperless access to all 130
colors of Corian and over 60 colors of Zodiaq
helps match countertop colors with K&B
designs with an all-in-one tool. DuPont will
provide updates and enhanced features to the
app on a regular basis to keep the tool at the
forefront of technology. At this time, mySurface is available in the United States only.

www.mitsubishielectric.com

www.hostingimagesemail.com/dupont/iphone/

www.aama.org

Roof and wall sheathing builds system
to address wet and humid weather
ZIP System roof and wall sheathing, manufactured by Huber Engineered Woods, deliver
moisture- and weather-resistant performance required to address wet and humid conditions
while meeting performance goals, including structural standards, weatherproofing, and thermal and moisture control. The ZIP System wall sheathing with a built-in protective barrier is a
structural wall panel, water-resistive barrier and air barrier all in one, providing a tight building envelope and superior moisture resistance during and after the construction. ZIP System
tape provides moisture resistance for seams, valleys and ridges, helps reduce air leaks and
is code-recognized as a window and door flashing tape when used with ZIP System Wall
sheathing. ZIP System roof panels have a built-in protective moisture barrier and eliminate the
need for felt paper and H-clips while preventing expensive rework due to torn felt. Shingles or
tiles can be applied directly to the panels, making the system is faster to install.
www.zipsystem.com

Split-ductless energy-efficient systems are quiet
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Surge protector keeps lines
safe, works in tight spaces
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